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It is unfortunate that the iesue of highway design
adequacy and big truck safety should have been pro-
pelled into the arenas of high polltics and of court
advocacy. Neither of these foru¡ns is the place to
establish the acceptabitity of olderr non-Interstate
roads for use by longer and wider trucks. Hor.revert
as has been the case innu¡nerable tfmes in the past'
the actions of the legislatures and the courts fn
response to the pressures of important publlc inter-
ests have precipitated the intense scrutiny of a
crit,ical area of public health and safety. The re-
sults of irnpartiat research nevertheless have the
unenviable task of bringing up the rear and respon-
slble practitioners have the Herculean job of at-
te¡npting the reform of policies already in place.

Às indicated at the outset' this âuthor is
strongly persuaded that a small nu¡nber of geonetric
design features are of pivotal inportance to the
operating safety of large trucks on TLTW roads. The
investigative efforts of a number of researchers
during the past few years have shown that sight dis-
tance for passing and horizontaL curvature are cen-
tral design parameters for determlning the operating
safety rnargins of large trucks on TLTW roads. Thls
is certainly not to say that other design and cross-
sectional features do not also have a role to play
in the safety of large trucks on these roads. The
interdependence of these features (e.g.r lane widthr
superelevation¡ vertical curvaturer and stopping
sight distance) along with pavenent surface char-
acteristics (coefficient of friction) is heavily
determinatÍve of the nargins of safe vehicle oPera-
tion. Furthermore. the traffic engineering applied
to these roadsr especÍal1y with regard to the marking
of passing and no-passíng zones, is of decisive lm-
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Recent federal and state designations of primary highgrays for use by longerr
r.¡ider, and heavier tractor-trailer trucks, pursuant to the Surface Transportation
Àssistance Act of 1982, contain a high percentage of arterials with deficient
geometric and cross-sectionat design features. Recent studÍes indicate the severe
accident overinvolve¡nent potential of largerr especially tandem-trail.er, trucks
on both rural undivided and urban divided highways. Research in the past fev, years
demonstrates both the proctivity of larger trucks for certain kinds of accidents
because of their design characteristics and their incompatibility wlth the sub-
standard operating conditions found especially on older tvro-lane, two-vtay rural
arterials. The safety-deficient design characteristics of larger trucks are re-
viewed ând the incompatiblLity of their operation with horizontal curvaturer
supereJ.evationr skid resistance, and, in particularr passing sight distance defi-
ciencies is surveyed. Recent investigations of passing sight distance and narked
passing zone deficiencies on roads designated for use by longer, wider trucks are
explored. The results of these investigations are buttressed by a number of papers
and research studies produced during the past 5 years. ereliminary co¡n¡nents are
made on the new AÀSHTO geonetric design gulder which appears to condone substan-
dard design fealures on highways open to use by larger trucks. Lastr the current
paucity of accÍdent data collection on large trucks' the need for better on-site
investigatÍon of lârge-truck accident causation, and the necessity of rnore sus-
tained research on the behavior of large trucks on each functional clas6 of road-
way are indicated.

It is rapidly beconing clear that certain geometric
design eleroents play a pivotal roLe in the safe
operation of large co¡n¡nercial vehicles on our na-
tlonrs roads. t{hen these elenentsr some of which are
considered in the body of this paper' are deficientr
they provide the contexb for vehicle and driver re-
sponses that lead to truck accidents. lloreover, the
operation of longr wide trucks, especially on tr'ro-
lane¡ two-way (TLTW) roads with substantial geonetric
deficiencÍesr ¡narkedly compromises the safety of
automobile motorists who ¡nust share the roadway with
big trucks.

A di.scontinuity has emerged during the last few
years betereen the results of research and public
policy on thq compatibility of large trucks with
older arterial and collector roadways. The ains of
increased productivity for À¡nerican trucking lnter-
ests and the perceived need for uniformity of truck
size and configuratÍon and of access privileges to
these older roads have produced rnandates and argu-
ments in statute and regulatíon that attempt to
establish the safety parity of larger trucks i'rith
automobiles.

This author thinks that the investigations of the
past several years Ínto such topics as passingr
stopping, and decision sight distance on TLTI{ roadsi
superelevationi the behavior of large trucks at high
speeds on roads with moderate to severe curvaturei
and other related subject areas should convince us
all that there is a considerable divergence between
the appearance and the reality of safety of big
trucks on roads with i¡npoverished design.
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portance in fostering safe operations. ALso, passlng
zone warranÈs, standards, and practices are woefully
inadequate and will be discussed later in this paper.

The recent research of Lieberman (1) demonstrates
the thorough inadeguacy of the A¡nericân Àssociation
of State Highvrây and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) sight distance formulas for the successful
execution of the passing maneuver at higher speeds
on TLTÌ{ roads. Liebernan has shown that. slgnificantly
longer sight distances are needed when the inpeding
vehicle is a truck not an auto¡nobile. He also points
out correctly that the inadequacy of the AÀSHTO
passing sight distance forrnulas results from the
postulation of automobiles passing only autonobiles,
an approach still used in the latest ÀÀSHTO geometric
design guide (the I'green book") (2). It should be
noted that Liebermanrs assumptions of acceleration
capabilities for the passing rnaneuver and the speed
differential between the inpeding truck anil the
passing auto¡nobile are AÀSHTO's and these assumptions
are unrealistically sanguine for many actuâl vehicles
and on-the-road conditions. His analysis does stress
that the issue of inadequate safety is particularly
acute where vehicles with low height-of-eye¡ such as
nany subcompact. automobilesr attenpt to pass large
trucks at 85th percentile traveling speeds in excess
of 44 nph. However, it, should be pointed out here
that the acceleration capabilities of many legal
vehicles in the United States in the 45 to 65 nph
range are substantially below the figures assu¡ned in
the AASHTO formulas and calculations. \Tust to nention
one or two exanples, the Mercedes-Benz 240D (3) and
the Peugeot 504 (g) diesels having passing-speed
abilities far beloy¡ the rates premised in the AÀSHTO
criteria. There are rnany other examples of recent
auto¡nobiles, Iight vans, and nultipurpose vehicles
with very poor passing abilÍties.

The research of Gericke and l{a1ton (å) de¡non-
strates that the AÀSHTO sight distance for¡nulas for
geometric design are inadequate for any vehicle at-
tempting to pass any other vehicle on TLTW highways¡
and especially inadequate for auto¡nobiLes passing
trucks. Gericke and Vlalton stress that prospective
increases in the length of trucks will correspond-
ingly increase aborted passing naneuvers of automo-
biles and r,riIl thereby increase safety hazards. They
enphasize that additional passing sight ilistance wilL
be needed if safety is not to be compromised. Unfor-
tunatelyr they do not fully address the issue of
successful versus unsuccessful aborts. No existíng
analysis treats completely t,he nature, variety, and
frequency of the naneuvers and consequences of the
inabiJ.iÈy of vehicles to safely concLude an abortt
al.though some inquiries do show conclusively the high
percentage of aborts that are necessary in auto¡no-
bile-passing-truck attenpts on TLTW roads. Moreovert
at* lhe preleq! .time there are no data on the conse-
quences of unsucceiäèfu1 aborts; that is, whether and
to vJhat extent the vehicle that cannot successfully
abort runs off onto the roadslde of the opposing
lane, has a head-on collision with an opposing
vehicler has an accident with the Ímpeding vehicle
during the attempted drop-back, or has an accldent
with a trailing vehicle vrhen the aborting vehicle
attenpts to reenter the queue. These data and re-
search are badly needed. In contrast Èö-'tf¡e compléx-
ity and subtlety of the aborted passing ¡naneuver
problem and its impact on highway safety, the AASHTO
Pollcy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets
(¿'p.148) states:

when required, a driver can return to the
right lane v¡ithout passlng if he sees op-
posfng traffic is too close when the ma-
neuver is only partÍally conpleted.

And (3,rp.156)

Even on low-volu¡ne roadr,rays a driver de-
siring to pass may, on reaching the pass-
ing section, find vehicles in the opposÍng
lane and thus be unable to use the sec-
tion. . . .

The reseârch of Saito (6) shows lhe correlative
inadequacy of the passing zone sight distance and
pavement, marking criteria and practices of the na-
tional Manual on Uniforn Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD). Àlthough a previous article in the ITE
.Iournal by weber (7) showed quÍte conclusively that
the use of AÀSHTO sight dÍstance and MUTCD passing
zone standards results in the marking of thoroughly
inadequate passing zones, particularly on vertlcal
and horizontal curves, the only change to these
for¡nulas and resulting markings has been the rnarginal
one brought about through the lowering of the
height-of-eye criterion from 3.?5 to 3.5 ft t4B Fed.
Reg. 54336 (1983)1. As Weber (f,p.16) points out:

Passing zones of 1e6ser standards . . .
are lethaL to the inexperienced driver
who has undue trust in the markings. Such
narginal zones neither fulfitl Èhe expec-
tations of safety experts nor do they in-
creåse the econo¡nic benefit of the
road....

Yet.r Ín the last year and a half, nany thousands of
¡ni1es of roads marked consistently with excesslvely
short, inadeguate passing zones have been opened to
use by longer trucks.

Saito þ) conf ir¡ns Weber rs anal.ysis and adds to
the smaLl nurnber of research considerations of
aborts. He shoÌ,rs that successful aborts are inpos-
sible under nost high-speed conditÍons on the basis
of current MUTCD passing zone sight distance and
st,riplng standards. He argues that there is a high
probability of collÍsion potentlal due to the in-
âbility of the aborting vehicle to reenter the lane
behind the inpeding vehlcle when the 85th percentile
speed is greater than 40 mph. Through the use of
kinematic modeling, Saito denonstrates algebraically
that the imposslbility of successful passÍng on the
basis of MUTCD passing criteria can also be used to
detnonstrate that successful aborts of the passing
¡naneuver cannot be performed after a certain point,
has been reached by the overtaking vehicle.

The importance of Saitols demonstration cannot be
overestirnated. However, one. shortcoming of thls ap-
proach is the postulation of only automobiles at-
tempting to pass other automobiLes. If the kinenatic
¡nodel is extrapolated, it shows substantial increases
in the lengths of ti¡nes and distances for successful
aborts of auto¡nobiles attenpting to pass long trucks
and¡ moreover, shows that an increase ln the per-
centage of unsuccessful aborts occurs as the impeding
vehicLers length is increased. Àt one poÍnt Saito
(9.,p.21) does brlefly consider an automoblle passing
a truck 55 ft long. Hls conputations and graphic
representation clearly imply that a significant in-
crease ln what he terms the ncolllsion zonen is ef-
fected by the attempt of automobiles to abort the
attempted passing of trucks, but his own considera-
tion of this derivatlve conclusion ls too brief. It
appears thåt, on the basis of his ¡nodel, a consistent
arith¡netlc increment of additional length in the im-
peding vehicle, ceteris paribus, causes a corres-
ponding logarithmic increase in the percentage of
abor ts.

r In a paper offered last year, carber and Salto
li(g) applied Saitors analysis to reâL-erorld sight
/;distance and passing zone condÍtions on TLTW highways
Itl
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in mountainous âreas. Passing-attenpt data fron Vir-
ginia roads were used in the analysis to detnonstrate
that MUTCD passing zone values are inadequate for
passing zone marking of TLTW highvrays with signifi-
cant vertical and horizontal curvature. They sho!ù
the functional relationship of AASHTo passing sight
distance values and I4UTCD passing zone length values,
and the inadequacy of both sets to acconmodate safe
passing maneuvers. The minimu¡n values of the MUTCD

for passing zone length are inadequâte at lower
speeds and increasingly inadequate at higher speeds.
This inadequacy begins as lov¡ as the 85th percentile
speed of 30 mph. À 90 percent increase in the mini-
¡num length of passing zones over the IIUTCD minimum
values is needed in order to ensure the safe comple-
tion of the passing maneuver at the 50 mph 85th per-
centile speed. Even at the B5th percentile speed of
30 nphr a 35 percent increase in length is necessary.
These recorunended additional lengths will also ac-
com¡nodate successful aborts.

These research results make it abundantly clear
that passing sight.distance and passing zone stan-
daids are criticalty important engineering features
on TLTW roads wi.th significant curvature. The auto-
¡nobile-truck relationship in the passing maneuver is
highLy dangerous on many thousands of miles of rural
årterial and collector routes that are designed with
inadequat,e sight distance and ¡narked for permitted
passing maneuversr which cannot be acco¡npLishedr in
Sornê câs€sr even by a najority of the vehicles making
the attempts. It might be indicated here that the
South Carotina Department of Highways and PubIic
Transportation (scHPT) reviewed their TLTW highways
for passing capabilities in light of the federal
designation of many of their primary routes for use
by longer, wider, and tandem-trailer trucks. SCHPT

found many instances in which only 30 percent, and
sonetimes as lov, as 25 percent., of the marked passing
zones on a given route would allow an autonobile to
pass another automobile, and these percentages were
further reduced when the pass was of a standard tan-
den-trailer or equivalently long truck Ii.e.r in the
case of a tandem-trailer rig, two 27-ft-long traiLing
units plus the length of the cab (F¡lwÀ Docket 83-4)1.

A few more geometric design elements and their
bearing on the safety of large trucks need to be
considered. Recent research on stopping sight dis-
tance (sSD) by Olson et aI. (9) has shown the in-
adequacy of the current green book formulas for SSD

by revealing rthe improper assumptions J.ying behind
AAsHTo calculations. These include a locked-theeI
pre¡nise for braking that. bn close examination,
proves to be unrealistic and hazardous because the
result of locked-wheel braking is the inability of
the driver to maintain proper control of the vehicle,
particularly to avoid encroachnent into an adjacent
lane. on TLTW roads, avoidance of opposing lane en-
croachment is, of courser crucial and !'then inadequate
ssD combines with locked-r,¡heel braking on a horizon-
tal curver the consequences can be catastroPhic: the
locked-whee1 vehicle will Proceed off the road tan-
gentially to the curve and the crown or supereLeva-
tion of the road will cause the locked-wheel vehicle
to sLide toward the downhill side of the road in a

manner that the driver cannot correct by steering
(9,p.55) .

olson et aI. argue that locked-wheel stopping is
not desirable and that it should not be portrayed in
design standards as an apPropriate course of action
(grp.55). An adclitional consideration about the haz-
ardousness of a Locked-wheel standard is the rela-
tively Low value of pavement skid resistance avail-
abLe at high speeds, particularly on þ¡et surfaces.

As inportant as the research of olson et al. is
for the general issue of reforming SsD require¡nents,
many irnportant insights were gained frorn this rnajor
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invesbigative effort. into other issues that affect
the safety of trucks. In the course of the studyt
the capabilities' design' and efficiency of truck
braking systems were called seriously into question
in their relation to the design features of typical
highways. with regard to ssD' the authors concluded
that, given the substantially inferior frictional
capabiLities of truck tires (approxirnately 0.7 the
frictional capability of autonoble tires) r ctlrÍêot
SSD available on many highways is thoroughly inade-
quate. For controlled (i.e., unlocked-wheel) stops
in which the truck driver modulates his brakes to
prevent spinning or jackknifing and maintain steering
control, it was found that trucks require stopping
distances that are approxirnately 1.4 times those re-
quired for automobiLes. In tests conducted by Olson
et al. involving repeated stops by heavy trucks from
onty 40 mph on a l2-ft-wide lane on a curve with a
1'000-ft radius, of 60 runs performed by professional
drivers, 11 resulted in loss of directional control
and departure of the vehicles from their lanes
1grp.90). Because olson et al. argue for allowãbLe
stopping distances for automobiLes of 85 ft for 50
nph,190 ft for 60 mph, and 350 ft for 70 rnph

¡9rpp.2-3), it is obvious that trucks are not acco¡n-
modated in their stopping distance requirements in
current design standards despite the supposed com-
pensation for inferior braking lent by lhe operatorsl
superior height of eye.

Olson et al. also address the behavior of vehicles
on horizontal curves, a topic that is Particularly
important. for trucks. Neuman (.]p) and Glennon et al.
(ll) have, along with olson et a1., demonstrated the
critical importance of spiral transitions in the
design of horizontal curves. Olson et a1. shovted that
one of the salient effects of spiral transitions is
to reduce the need for object clearance on the inside
of the path of travel when the driver is in the tan-
gent section (9rp.45). Neuman and Glennon et aI.
shov,¡ed conclusively thatr even if spiral transitions
are not provided, drivers always will tend to guide
their vehicles through a path that essentially dup-
Iicates the behavior of a vehicle in a spiraled
transition. When spirals of sufficient length are
provided, dra¡natic effects are achieved ín reducing
the most critical aspects of vehicle path behavior.
Properly spiraled curves radically decrease the haz-
ards of path overshoot.. This in turn substantiaLly
lovrers lateral tire acceleration, thereby ameliorat-
ing undue reliance on tire side friction demands.

flowever r there are rnany thousands of continuous
curves on highways and in some states the policy is
expticitly not to design and build spiraled curves
of appropriate length. Although the new AASHTo design
policy does imply throughout its treatment of spiral
transitions the superior accom¡nodation of actuaL
driver and vehicle behavior achieved by designing
spiraled curves (ZrPP.t95¡198), in the end the en-
dorse¡nent by the green book is really only tepid and
the overall analysis of the functionaL importance of
spiraled transitions is insufficient and simplistict
particularly in the failure to correlate the differ-
ing natures of spiraled versus nonspiraled curves
with regard to run-off-the-road encroachments and
the functional interdependence of different curve
geometries and roadside environrnent.

The question of spiral curve transitions is of
special value in viewing the needs of large trucks
and, in the interrelationship of spiral curves with
lane width and superelevation, constitutes a pivotal
design matrix that should be investigated carefully
for trucks. In the data base used by Glennon et al.
(1I) in their study of safety on rur-al..highway
curves,-'it was found thât the average accident rate
for curves is three tines the rate for tangents, that
the average single-vehicte run-off-the-road accident
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râte for curves is four times that for tangents¡ and
that âccident severity on curves is greater than on
t,angents. In addition, clennon et a1. pointed out
thê high sensitivity of accident rates on curves tothe nature of the roadside environnent, including
the severity of the slope and clear-zone width. They
also shovr that drivers traveling at or near a curveis
design speed will tend to exceed the tire side fric-
tion demands implied by AÀSHTO friction factors and
that the actual margin of safety on vret pavenent isonly 50 percent of that currentLy set forth in the
green book. Moreover, they stress that the current
design manual should explicitly consider the trade-
off necessary between curvature and superelevation,
which it does not.

In concluding with specific recomrnendations,
GLennon et a1. (!L,p.9) suggest thât

ITlhe avoidance of large central angles
betr,reen successive tangents is recom-
mended. AASHTO policy shouj.d state that
central angles of no more than 45o arepreferred. Larger central angles require
either sharp curvature or long curves,
both of which adversely affect safety.

It, is interesting to note here another rebuttable
presumption of the AASHTO green book in regard to
curves. The text would have it that, ',If]or ¡nost
curves the average driver can effect a suitable
transition path within the limits of nor¡nal lane
width" (2rp.195). the expressíon ,'normal lane width',
is left undefined in this passagê, but this author
submits that, indeed, many curves, especially those
bhat are unspiraled with lanes less than 12 ft. wide
on TLTW roads, cannot. be properly and safeLy negoti-
ated by a large truck even vrhen t,raveling at. the
posted speed. Opposing lane encroachment on a TLTI,I
road by the t.ruck is guaranteed and this due pârt1y
to the excessive demands made on the vehicle and
driver by the inâdequate design of the curve andpartly, with some rig configurations, to substantial
inboard offt,racking. IFor a discussion of offtracking
behavior see Millar and Walton (!|) and Ervin et aI .
(À1,p.156).1 Any attenpt to correct for rhis by the
driver vrill result, in encroachment onto the shoulder
if, indeed, there is any shouJ_der.

The nanifest hazardousness of both opposing lane
and roadside encroachment should be apparent to aII.yet, although the green book novrhere has a unified,
coherent. treatment. of the unique needs of desÍgn for
very large vehicles, it nevertheLess sees through aglass darkly that big rigs wiJ.I encroach beyonil the
delineated traveL lanes. Àt one point, in the con-
sideration of turning roadÌrays, the guide reconrnends
that large vehicles pass each other on inadeguatety
wide pavements by ÍntentionalJ.y emptoying the shout-
der or stabiLized roadside area (2,p.23A). But the
green book recognizes neither that, such encroachnents
at high speeds on many curves are conpelled by the
nature of curve geometry and the behavior of many
big rigs nor the consequent harazardousness of this
nìaneuver. The green bookrs exhortation (2¡p.233) that

Ii]n negotiating pavements designed for
smaller vehicLes, larger vehicles will
have less clearance and witl reguire lower
speed and rnore caution and skill by
drivers....

is naive and an adnission that design cannot control
traffic safety. [The issues of truck wheel lateral
placernent and typical ranges of latêraI variation
are relevant here. For some recent data, see Shankar
and Lee (!!,p.9).1

The work by Olson et, aI. (9) and cl-ennon et al.
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(lf) appropriately compl-ernents a recent paper by
Zador et a1. (¡:) in furthering understanding of therelationship of horizontal curves and superelevation.
These three studies make it apparent that present
green book guidance is insufficient to provide ade_quate superelevation rates that guarantee a nargÍnof safety for lateral acceleration of truck tiresgiven the usual ranges of pavenent surface frictioncoefficients found on older roads. Glennon et aI.(l! concluded thât, given the predictâbLe curveovershoot behavior of the typical dr iver, moresuperelevation is required than is called for by
AASHTO policy to produce ÀÀSHTO-specified lateral
tire accelerâtlons at design speed for nominallycritical driver behavíor. Olson et aL. (9rpp.21r55)
intimate the critical contribution of superelevation
t,o safe, controlled braking in curves that will allowthe driver to maintain hÍs lane throughout his ¡na-
neuver. Zador et al. (_l!.) showed that after adjust_
ments were nade for both curvature and grade, fatalrollover crash sections were nevertheless still foundto have less superelevâtion than conparison sections.
The results of Zador et al. were based on comparisons
of the Iinear regression estimates of superelevation
rates as functÍons of curvat,ure. Therefore the defi_
ciencies in supereJ-evation found Ín the study cannotbe due to curvature differences between flat road
sections and those with grades. Furtherrnore, if
downhill grâdes were designed for realist,ic (i.e.,
higher) travel speeds, the rate of superelevation
would be higher for curves with downhill grades thân
for comparable fLat curves because of the higher
average speeds of vehicles trâveling dorrnhill. The
new manual onLy asserts that (2¡p.194):

On long or fairJ.y steep grades, drivers
tend to tråvel somev¡hat faster in the
downgrade than in the upgrade direction.
In a refined design this tendency shoutd
be recognized, and some adjustment in
superelevation wouÌd follow.

How rnuch adjustment to make is not ment.ionedi no set,s
of reconrnended vâIues are provided in the green bookto link the earLier discussion on curve design with
the later consideration of the effects of grades (2 ¡pp.252-2651. The green book (2,p.264) does acknowf_
edge that rrIs] teep downhill grades can . . ..have adetrinental effect on capacÍty ând safety on facilÍ_
ties rlith high traffic volumes and numerous heavytrucks"; however, ,'. . . criteria are not established
for these conditions. . . ."

It is evident that. no such compensatory design
has been provided on tens of thousands of miles of
rurâI TLTW roads for downhill curve superelevation,
a condition particularly serious for large truck
safety given the usual modus operandi of big trucks
of highballing downgrades to offset t.he gradual de-
celeration that acconpanies the trâversal of moderate
to severe up,grades. when combined v¡ith the poor
brakes and braking efficiency found in many big rigs
(]Q) 

' inadequately superelevated curves on downgradãs
are especially dangerous both for negotiation of the
curve and for any necessary braking maneuvers. This
is a point at which the SSD insights of Olson et aI.(9) integrate with the superelevation discoveries of
Zador et al. (!å) and the curvâture insights of
clennon et aI. (4) .

It is clear by now to any reader that, older TLTW
roads are riddled with substandard, hazardous design
and operating features. Moreover, the Latest design
guide, the green book, gives inadequate directiõn
for the substantial irnprovement of t.hose geo¡netric
features that, in their interactive influence on
driver and vehicle behavior, provide a context for
predictably higher accident rates. Ànd r,rhatever the
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serious shortconings of these badly designed, and
oftentirnes inadequately rehabilitatedr roads may be
for automobilesr their adverse effects on the safety
of big trucks are magnified. The compatibility of
big trucks with the operating environ¡nent proiluced
by the interaction of narrow lanes, deficient super-
elevationr unspiraled and severe horizontal curvest
ând severe grades is largely fortuitousi and the at-
tenpt by so¡ne to rationalize away these systemic
incompatibilities by appealing to the experienced
compensating driving behavior of many truckers is
sheer folly. Àn approach to geometric design on older
roads that rationally accommodates the actual ranges
of legally IicensabLe drivers and vehicles is totally
lacking. on TLTW roads with significant curvature
and grades, there is no vehicle ¡nore disenfranchised
from the protection that should be afforded any
highway user than the big truck. Current efforts at
a national level to argue the adequacy of these geo-
metrically deficient facilities is nothing ¡nore than
La¡ne ex post facto constructions.

As Glennon and Harwood point out in their de-
servedly famous article of 1978 (I7rp.80) ,

The apex of the objective design process
is the requirement that desired goals be
defined and completely quantified. rn ad-
ditionr of courser these goaLs must be
defined within the frameerork of a func-
tional classification of highways. This
points to a primary weakness of the ÀÀSHTO
policies. Although they nâme the goals of
safety, efficiency, economy, and comfortr
t,hey do not operationally define these
goals.

end (17,pp.80r82)

In the design process, a lack of under-
standing of basic design constraints and
how they affect the solution contributes
to pieceneal optirnization. The current
approach tends to ignore the consistency
of various combinations of design elernents
and thus oversirnptify the process and
1i¡nit the reliability of refations for
rnost design Purposes.

ID] esign consistency means that combína-
tion of design elements (ând their dimen-
sional specification) . . . does not vio-
Iate the abilities of the driver to guide
and controt the vehicle. Therefore, the
concept of driver exPectancy is whoJ-Iy
embodied ín the general definition of de-
sign consistency.

Ànd¡ finally (I?'P.82),

Atthough the concept of design consistency
has been given substantial attention in
the design policiesr there is a general
Iack of expticit criteria for the contig-
uous co¡nbination of basic design elenents
or for the longitudinat variations of such
features as horizontal a1ign¡nent, vertical
alignmentr and cross section. Without
these explicit criteria, highway designers
wiII continue to build inconsistent geo-
metric details into highways.
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